
 

 

Gachibowali, Hyderabad-5000032 

 

World Water Day, 22nd March 2022 
 
MANUU Organizes walk to make the people aware of water resources under 
the outreach program with awareness message on the banner and discussion. 
 

 
 
 

Water is an essential commodity for all living creatures on the planet and is concerned 

to all. However, this resource is facing sever threat due to mismatch between its 
availability and demand. Thus its judicious and cautious utilization is the topmost 
necessity and urgency.  
 
Water around us is found in the form of surface water (visible to naked eyes) as well as 
in the form of groundwater (invisible). There are scientific methods and approaches to 
assess and estimate the groundwater. It is important to note that water is finite either 
surface or ground water. Since the groundwater is not visible, efforts need to be made to 
explain to the stakeholder and users about its quantity and quality and the way to manage 
it. This is why MANUU plans to organize A WALK FOR WATER to generate awareness 
among the people the importance of (ground)water and its judicious utilization. This is 
also the theme of 2022 UN-WWD “Groundwater, making the invisible visible”. 
 
The MANUU walks for water is arranged under the outreach program of the university. 
The program is jointly organized by School of Sciences and HK Sherwani Centre for 
Deccan Studies, MANUU, Hyderabad 



 

The march will start from the Central park, MANUU at 7.20am on 22, 2022 and will 
proceed to Biodiversity Park and return back by 10.15am 
 

7.00 Central 
Park 
MANUU 

Rendez-vous   
Arranging the queue as well as banners. (NSS Volunteers) 

7.20 Departure The procession of about 500 participants will start from MANUU gate following the 
attached route  

8.15 Arrival at 
Bio-
diversity 
Park 

VIP/Dignitaries to join and deliver their messages at Biodiversity park or any nearby 
ground 

8.45 Departure 
for return 

From Biodiversity park proceed on the RHS of the Old Mumbai Highway and take U 
turn from the ORR traffic light and return to MANUU 

10.15 Indoor-
Sports 
Complex 

Refreshment and rest, Screening of a documentary film on Water (by APJ Abdul 
Kalam, former President of India, if feasible). 
The Banners and Placards will be displayed inside the Sports Complex. The best 3 
placards will be judged by a team for the prizes. These banners and placards will be 
kept for display for the whole day.  

 

 

 
 
The students from the Boys and Girls Hostel need to register using the given link. Please remember 
the registration is open now and it will be on first come first serve basis. 
 
It is also proposed that the registered participants may prepare placards with their message on 
Water Day with their names. The placards will be carried by the respective students during the 
march and will be kept in the Nawab Mansoor Ali Khan Patodi Sports Complex for display and 
competition. The best placards will get the first, second and third prizes.   
 
Link for Registration: https://forms.gle/RzQZ3oDPCUxDQQnL8 

https://forms.gle/RzQZ3oDPCUxDQQnL8


 

 

 


